This contribution deals with the application of complexity measures as alternative cost functions for the control of a spatiotemporal deterministic chaos represented by coupled map lattices. Mean mutual information and mean information gain is applied, along with a common 1-norm based cost function. Optimization is done through the self-organizing migrating algorithm. Aim of this study is to see whether the specific properties of the above measures can be exploited in spatiotemporal deterministic chaos control.
INTRODUCTION
The term deterministic chaos control (DCC) was first coined in (Ott E., Greboki C., Yorke J.A., 1990) . It represents a process in which such a control law is derived and used that the originally chaotic process would stabilize itself on a constant level of output value or in an n-periodic cycle. Since the first experiments of DCC many methods how to derive control law were developed and based on the first one (Ott E., Greboki C., Yorke J.A., 1990) like pole placement (Greboki C., Lai Y.C. 1999) , delay feedback etc. Many of published methods were adapted for so-called spatiotemporal chaos represented by coupled map lattices (CML), given by equation (1). Models of this kind are based on a set of spatiotemporal (for 1D, Figure 1 ) or spatial cells, which represent the appropriate state of system elements. The typical example is a CML based on the logistic equation (Hilborn R.C., 1994; Guanrong Chen, 2000) which is used to simulate the behaviour of a system consisting of n mutually joined cells -logistic equations.
(1) Although the formulae for both mean mutual information and mean information gain can be found already in the fundamental work of information theory (Shannon C. E., 1948) it was only later that they were recognized and used as a measures of statistical and structural complexity (Wackerbauer et al., 1994) . There are many examples of their use: describing the complexity of a logistic equation (Wackerbauer et al., 1994) , estimating the complexity of 2D patterns through mean information gain (Andrienko et al., 2000) , estimating long range correlations (Li W., 1990) etc.
METHODS
Means of experiment and their particular settings are described in this section.
CML
The class of CML problems chosen for this study was based on case studies reported in (Schuster H.G., 1999) . In the frame of this contribution, CML control means setting of such pinning values (PV, control values) that the system stabilizes itself on an expected spatiotemporal pattern. CML as an object of study was chosen because it shows chaotic behaviour and its level of complexity can be quite high.
The controlled CML consisted of 10 mutually joined logistic equations (1) with periodic boundary. Pinning sites were at each odd lattice, i.e. at each odd lattice the
control parameter A was set to a pinning value. At even lattices A equalled 4 and was set to 0.8, which led to a fixed point of a map at x = 0.75.
SOMA
SOMA (self-organizing migrating algorithm) is a stochastic optimization algorithm that imitates the social behaviour of cooperating individuals. It was chosen due to its ability to converge towards the global optimum (Zelinka Ivan, 2004) . SOMA works on a population of candidate solutions in loops called migration loops. In the beginning, the population is randomly distributed over the search space. In each loop, the population is evaluated and the solution with the highest fitness becomes the leader. Apart from the leader, in one migration loop all individuals will traverse the input space in the direction of the leader. Mutation, the random perturbation of individuals, is an important operation for evolutionary strategies. It ensures the diversity of individuals and it also provides means to restore lost information in a population. Mutation is different in SOMA compared with other strategies: SOMA uses a parameter called PRT to achieve perturbation. This parameter has the same effect for SOMA as mutation has for genetic algorithms -the randomly generated binary perturbation vector controls the allowed dimensions of an individual. If an element of the perturbation vector is set to zero, then the individual is not allowed to change its position in the corresponding dimension. An individual will travel a certain distance (called the path length) towards the leader in n steps of a defined length. If the path length is chosen to be greater than one, then the individual will overshoot the leader. This path is perturbed randomly.
For an exact description of the algorithm see (Zelinka Ivan, 2004) . Table 1 gives the control parameter settings. 
Discretization of the State Space
To use the complexity measures the state space A of a single logistic equation has been divided into n cells A 1 ,..,A n of equal volume with respect to the Lebesguemeasure; both measures then work with a sequence of integers from the set {0,..,n-1}. This kind of partition is easy to handle and independent of any specific properties of the system. In the following experiments the state space of each logistic equation was divided into 100 cells. The number of possible states can be even higher to achieve better precision, however, at the expense of growing memory and calculation time requirements.
Mean Information Gain <G>
The information gain G ij represents the information needed for a correct selection of state A j if state A i is known. Mean information gain <G> is then the average of G ij over all possible transitions from state A i to A j , usually described by the following equation (2),
where p(i,j) denotes the joint probability of states A i , A j respectively, and p(i j) stands for the conditional probability. Mean information gain is sensitive to any structural irregularities and reaches 0 only when the sequence is either constant or strictly periodic. On the other hand, <G> does not discriminate the order of the period; it is only capable of distinguishing a periodical structure from aperiodic one (Wackerbauer et al., 1994) .
Mean Mutual Information <M>
The mutual information M ij can be interpreted as a measure of dependence between two given states i and j; it is zero if the two states are independent. Mean mutual information <M> (3) is then the average of mutual information M ij over all states i, j.
where p(i), p(j) represent the probabilities of states i, j respectively, I(x) is the entropy of a given source calculated from the chain of states. Mean mutual information <M> has one great advantage when compared to <G>, which can be seen from Eq. (4): in case of periodical structure (<G> = 0) it returns only I(x), i.e. the entropy of a source with equally frequent values -the binary logarithm of the period order (Wackerbauer et al., 1994 ).
Cost Functions
Four cost functions were used in the experiment. Three were using a target pattern: functions based on distance, mean information gain and mean mutual information; the fourth fitness based on <M> was not using any target pattern. All four functions work with the CML output with random initial values. The distance based fitness has been calculated as the 1-norm distance between desired CML state and actual CML output (5). The same function was also used for the evaluation of the fitness of optimization results, save for the different values of j, 99 to 100. The cost function using mean information gain is quite different (6); instead of measuring the distance from the target pattern it calculates <G> of the discretized tenth iteration with appended vector of target values (i.e. ten values of 75 in this case). As <G> yields 0 only for constant or a strictly periodic sequences it can return 0 only when all twenty numbers in the sequence are equal to 75. ) , ( 10 10 cos
The mean mutual information-based cost function (7) works with the same ordered set of CML and target pattern values and reaches its minimum, i.e. 0, on the same conditions as <G>-based cost function. When optimizing with no target pattern given, another iteration of CML is used instead of the target line (8).
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Experiment Design
The experiment was divided into three similar parts differing by the number of migration loops. In each of them the cost functions based on the complexity measures and a distance-based fitness were applied in order to bring the CML to an a priori known stable state through pinning value optimization by SOMA; in addition, mean mutual information was used to stabilize the lattices in both time and space without any prior knowledge of the stable state. Each SOMA optimization returned 25 pinning values which were then applied on 100 random-generated initial values and were assigned the mean distance of controlled CML from the desired state. These populations -4 for each of the three partswere then characterized by the least, the average and the greatest distance from the stable state.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Above mentioned cost functions were used by SOMA with 10, 20 and 50 migrations. Each individual of the final population was assigned the mean distance of the last two from a hundred iterations; this distance was measured for 100 random initial setups of CML. This yielded the estimation of the best, the worst and the mean error of each SOMA population. In CML control demonstrations white colour appears on lattices where x j ( i ) > 0.75.
Cost Functions Dependence on Pinning Values
To see the average dependence on pinning values, a cost function was evaluated ten times for every pinning value. As the number of measurements is quite small the graphs have rather an exemplificative meaning. It should be also kept in mind that all cost functions are evaluated after 10 iterations of CML and may have a different dependence with growing number of iterations.
The cost values of 1-norm based cost function ( Figure  2) are not surprising if compared to (Zelinka Ivan, 2005) -the global minimum is situated between pinning values of 2.5 and 3, fitness close to zero is reached even after ten iterations. The development of <M>-based fitness (Figure 4 ) is more like the first graph, with the global minimum in the expected region of pinning values. The cost function with mean mutual information, which was not using a target value, has a similar shape ( Figure 5 ). 
Cost Functions Comparison
Results of 50 migration loops optimization are shown first, as all the cost functions should yield comparable results. The worst pinning value was found by the <G>-based function, the best individual was identified by the mean mutual information based cost function, as can be seen from (Table 2) . Approximate pinning values (PV) responding to the best and the worst individual can be seen in the last line. As an illustration of these results follow figures of CML control by the worst and the best individual found ( Figure 6 ). Along with the decreasing number of migration loops the efficiency variations became more apparent: the quality of <G>-based cost function drastically decreased, <M>-based cost functions quality also slightly decreased, while the fitness of individuals belonging to the 1-norm based and untargeted <M> cost functions kept its level (Table 3) . The difference between the best and the worst individual, found by targeted <M> function and <G> function, respectively, can be easily seen in (Figure 7 ). (Table 4) . There are two points that make the otherwise unsatisfying behaviour of <G>-based cost function interesting: primo, it found the second best individual, and secundo, its worst pinning value drives CML into intriguing patterns, as can be seen from (Figure 8 ). 
CONCLUSIONS
The main aim of this paper was to find out whether some of complexity measures, namely mean information gain <G> and mean mutual information <M>, as described in (Wackerbauer et al., 1994) , can be efficiently used in the control of deterministic chaos represented by the CML. Four cost functions were constructed -cost function using 1-norm distance of tenth iteration of CML from the target state, cost function calculating <G> and <M> of tenth CML iteration joined to the vector TS, and the fitness based on <M> of tenth and eleventh iteration of CML. These functions were used in SOMA optimization, done for 10, 20 and 50 SOMA migration loops. Average fitness of the best, mean and worst pinning values found by each of cost functions was calculated, again using 1-norm distance. Both the targeted (CML 10 ,TS) and the untargeted (CML 10 ,CML 11 ) mean mutual information cost functions proved to be able to keep up with the 1-norm cost function. <G>-based function, on the other hand, failed to produce population of at least approximately identical fitness; some individuals even lead to a behaviour far from the T1S1 period. From all the alternatives to 1-norm cost function, untargeted <M> was found to be the best, being moreover unburdened by the necessity of knowledge of the fixed point of given equations and therefore more universal. These results definitely prove that this topic asks for more thorough research as they indicate that the properties of mutual information could be utilised even in different optimization problems.
